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Letter from the Editor:

Art in its purist form is a gift given to those of us lucky enough to experience it in our everyday lives. With each 
painting, sculpture, song, photograph, performance, or experience that is produced, we as individuals define our-
selves, and the world we live in. William Fiesterman is an Artist and an inspiration who’s history in Claymation 
is historic. We were very lucky to gain Will’s (aka. Bill’s, aka Spike’s) attention by mistaking his likeness for Will 
Vinton and releasing the December 2010 Issue with Spikes face on the cover. This has since been remedied, which 
is the beauty of digital technology, this turned out to be a happy accident and we were fortunate enough to get an 
interview with Bill. This issue of Stop Motion Magazine features an interview with William Fiesterman that is sure 
to keep you entertained along with leaving you inspired to jump out of your chair and animate. 

Also, I would like to point out two other articles that are definitely worth checking out. The first being an interview 
with Eric Powers who’s cutout animation is very entertaining, and an interview with Edmund Sydor who gives us 
a look into his career as an Armature Maker and Carpenter. I hope you enjoy this Issue and please tell your friends 
about the magazine. OH! And don’t forget Stop Motion Magazine’s Film Festival is coming up. So send in your 
films!

Keep Animating

John Ikuma
Executive Editor
Stop Motion Magazine
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Bruszewska, the director, script writer, photographer and 
Polish National Film graduate has recently engaged herself 
in making “Heart in the Wall” – potentially the largest pro-
duction in the history of Polish Puppet Animation. 
Balbina Bruszewska, is an increasingly popular young Pol-
ish artist whose activities are particularly related to anima-
tion and audiovisual arts. She is also called the “Queen” 
of the Polish music video industry because she won the 
GRAND PRIX YACH FILM FESTIVAL 2008 and the 
YACH FILM AUDIENCE AWARD 2008, which are the 
most prestigious Polish music video prizes. 
Bruszewska made her debut in 2008, when Polish audienc-

es had a chance to admire her short stop-motion animation, 
The City Sails On. This animated musical and documentary 
film lets its viewers see the image of contemporary Poland 
along with its social and political issues. We see the film 
through the eyes of ordinary people such as small children, 
a shop assistant and other accidentally encountered char-
acters. This multidimensional and amusing movie is full 
of twists, funny songs and animation techniques. The film 
earned numerous awards and distinctions in many polish 
national and international film festivals. 

“Heart In the Wall”
Polish Stop Motion Production



Balbina Bruszewska works for the double Oscar® win-
ning Se-Ma-For Film Production (Tango, 1983 and Peter 
and the Wolf, 2008), Polish stop-motion animation studio 
rich in tradition and experience. Here, in cooperation with 
two Swiss directors from the Archangel Film Group: Mi-
haly Gyoerik and Yves Gutjahr, she has been making her 
first feature-length film, Heart in the Wall. This 90 minute 
production will be a puppet stop-motion animation that 
is planned to be distributed worldwide. This movie was 
acclaimed during International Pitching Forum Zagreb 
Animafest 2009, where the project of Heart in the Wall 
was awarded The Golden Zagreb Award. 
Heart in the Wall, Bruszewska’s creative interpretation 
of a Frédéric Chopin’s life, aims at breaking the image 
of the composer as a frail, sick boy and shows him as a 
personable youngster being popular with girls -- not only 
those living in the 19th century, but also ones from the 
21st century. This is because the tale takes place in two 
time periods simultaneously. The first one is the 19th 
century, when the young, seriously ill Chopin spends his 
vacation in a small village called Szafarnia. The second is 

the present day, when a girl named Esther fails her exam 
at music school. As a result, instead of having fun dur-
ing the holiday, she is only thinking about a repeat exam. 
Unexpectedly, the characters find a way to communicate 
messages to each other, and this is the beginning of a 
great, unprecedented experience. As one can read from 
the short synopsis of this movie: “the story takes us into 
the world of magic holidays and adventures which oc-
cur in the beautiful scenery of a mysterious manor in the 
country, and transforms itself into a romantic tale from 
the border of dreams and reality later on. This is the story 
of children’s dreams and of feelings which overcame the 
distance of 200 years”. 
Heart in the Wall is a movie intended for both teenagers 
and adults. The film is expected to be an ambitious, artisti-
cally and technologically sophisticated family movie. As 
its creators state, stop-motion puppet animation is perfect 
to emphasize the dark and at the same time fairy-tale at-
mosphere envisioned by them.



Both set design and puppets will be impressive. To keep 
pace with the international standards and to reach the 
highest quality of production, Heart in the Wall is being 
prepared by the most experienced artists from Se-Ma-For 
and Archangel Film Group. They are also going to use 
modern techniques that allow the puppets’ faces to be 
more authentic and the emotions they express truer. In the 
past two years, the Se-ma-for Studio has invested in the 
development of new technologies for puppet production. 
New types of silicone, resins, and many other materials 
have been tested in the production process, with great 
results.
The original version will be in English, voiced by well-
known British and American actors. The soundtrack for 
the movie will feature pieces composed by Chopin, but 
apart from the composer’s emotional music one will also 
be able to hear pop hits, and a few songs written espe-

cially for the project. As a result, the movie creators are 
producing a soundtrack that will become an ear pleaser for 
modern teenagers. 
Heart in the Wall is now in full production. The last drafts 
of the script are being made. Puppet concept designs have 
been made by Mariusz
Andryszczak, and set designs have been drafted by Pau-
lina Majda. This story of the world – famous Polish 
composer, for the most part based on authentic events, will 
be a perfect occasion for Polish audiences to admire the 
magical world of the Romantic era, whereas foreign audi-
ences will have a chance to get acquainted with the Slavic 
traditions. Perhaps they will also get interested in Polish 
folklore, so exotic to the Western culture. The premiere 
of the movie is slated for 2012. We cannot wait until the 
Heart in the Wall is finished. World keep their fingers 
crossed!





Eric Powers is fast becoming a name to know in the online arena of animated shorts. His recent animated music video 
for Jeremy Messersmith’s song “Twin Suns of Tatooine” has become an underground favorite on YouTube. His style 
of paper cutout animation using construction paper is very unique and charming, as well as being very detailed and ex-
ecuted with a joyous, tear jerking, humor. We asked Eric to sit down with us and talk about his animation and life. We 
hope you enjoy this interview.

SMM: How did you get started in animation?

Eric:  I started animating when I was around 17, just real simple stuff on the computer.  Around that time I had the op-
portunity to animate a few small parts on the animated feature film ‘Waking Life’. My time working on that film and 
my home experiments made me realize animation was a field I needed to explore further.

Power-Up with Eric Powers



SMM: Who are your heroes? 

Eric: One of my main heroes is Hayao Miyazaki.  I love everything he’s done.  The way he tells stories through ani-
mation seems to transcend the boundaries of live action film into the realm of poetic imagination.  All his films are a 
delight to watch, and I hope to someday make feature animations that have at least some of the impact his have had 
on the world.  I am also a huge Harryhausen fan.  The magic he created in films such as Jason and the Argonauts is so 
spellbinding and inspirational, it is impossible not to love.



SMM: What attracted you to using cutout anima-
tion to express yourself?

Eric:  I originally started working in cut paper 
animation because I had a project where I wanted 
to achieve an almost folk art style.  Cut paper 
animation is perfect for invoking that aesthetic. 
I had experimented a bit before that project with 
paper, but never to that degree of immersion. After 
completing that video I realized how much fun it 
was to make and took more and more opportuni-
ties that would allow for the style.

SMM: What’s your animation setup like? Table, Camera, Computer? 

Eric: I am very low budget in my productions right now, so the setup is incredibly simple. It consists of a coffee table 
with my scenes laid out, a tripod and camera above, and the camera connected to my computer where I use Dragon 
Stop Motion to capture the frames.  In the future I’d love to experiment with a multi layered setup, so I can achieve 
some depth and more involved action, but for now this will suffice. 

SMM: What kind of tools and paper do you use for your animation? 

Eric:  I use glue sticks because I find the glue is easier to work with than any other form I’ve used.  It tends to be more 
forgiving, if you get it somewhere unwanted you can usually rub it off with your fingers.  For the cutting out process I 
have a typical self healing pad, various x-acto knives, small scissors, rulers, hole punches, and various other tools for 
cutting.  
The paper is often cardstock, since it is more rigid than traditional construction paper and comes in a huge variety of 
colors.  I am in the process of learning how to make my own paper using recycled materials, which is sure to be a ton 
of fun!



SMM: The Music Video you made for Jeremy Messersmith’s song “Twin Suns of Tatooine” is very stylized and poetic. 
What inspired you to make this video and how do you feel about the positive response from the viewers on YouTube?

Eric:  I was approached by Jeremy to make a music video to his song ‘Organ Donor’ and stumbled across a simple pup-
pet video he made of Tatooine on his website.  I fell in love with the song and just knew I had to do something with it.  
After completing Organ Donor I asked Jeremy if it would be alright if I interpreted his song in cut paper animation and 
he was all for it.  I love the response the video has gained online.  I feel the people watching the video must have been 
affected by the music and story as much as I was when first listening to it.  It’s a great thing!

SMM: How long did it take you to make the video?

Eric:  I worked on the video for a month and a half from concept to completion.  I can’t say how many hours the whole 
process took, because I ended up getting pretty absorbed in the work and lost track of time.  It was just too much fun 
interpreting all my favorite characters and moments from the film.  



SMM: Do you work in other forms of animation?

Eric:  I work in a ton of different animation styles rang-
ing from claymation, shadow animation, and tons of 
varying forms of digital animation.  I consider myself 
a perpetual student of animation and always am on the 
lookout for new ways of animating that challenge me.  

SMM: What kind of animation are you currently work-
ing on?

Eric:  Right now I am finishing up production on a 
bloody samurai short film done in paper animation.  I 
also recently completed a digital animation music video 
involving multi colored robots for the band The Black 
and White Years. http://vimeo.com/20855533
I am also in the early stages of writing a feature length 
animated horror film I am dying to go into production 
on.  It is a matter of funding at this point though. 



SMM:  Do you write scripts? What’s your workflow like?

Eric: It depends on the project really.  I often draw out loose storyboards and build upon them as the video unfolds in 
my head.  I work entirely independently on all my projects right now (due to the low budget nature of things), so often 
the stories are in my head nearly 24 hours a day.  It would almost be a distraction to put too much effort into writing out 
shot progressions and whatnot.  My workflow typically starts with the barebones visual design of my film.  I decide on 
a style, color scheme, and general art direction and move on from there.  I like to take a free flowing approach most of 
the time to my work in the field of music videos especially.  Often I will begin production knowing only a very general 
idea of what I want to achieve and let the animation almost decide the story for me.  It is a little tough to explain.  I 
think from working independent and having the video constantly in your mind, the internal workings just seem to take 
over and things get figured out along the way.  

If I was to have a team of animators I’m sure my process would be quite different. Haha!







Amir Porat, Mor Israeli and Bosmat Agayof, are 2nd year animation students in Bezalel Academy of Art Jerusalem. 
Their hard work has paid off in the form of a fun short film where the main characters are little shopping bags. Amir 
Porat describes the film as “Its a short film about a canvas bag preaching to plastic and paper bags to change their evil 
ways”. The film was made during Roni Oren’s stop motion class. Roni is a teacher and mentor to the three friends; he 
gave them lots of motivation and inspiration, and with his help they produced a very entertaining and thought provok-
ing film. The three friends had this to say about their instructor, “We couldn’t have done it without him. So thank you 
Roni.” We were able to interview them through the internet and find out what it took to make the film.

Its
In

The
Bag

Interviewed by John Ikuma



SMM: What inspired you to make this film?

Amir, Mor & Bosmat: This movie started as a project we received during Roni Oren’s stop motion class. The required 
subject was environmental damage. As for the technique, we were asked to use PES’s works as inspiration, search for 
an idea from a material rather than a story, and let it guide us. Why bags? Mainly because they’re all around us and we 
wanted to try and bring them to life.The story for this film came to us after we realized that on a day to day basis we re-
ally don’t bother with environmental issues, we all hear about them and talk about them but most of us don’t make the 
effort to try and prevent them. We felt that this subject has become background noise. 

SMM: What is the scale size of the set and puppets you build?

Amir, Mor & Bosmat:  At first we wanted to use real life-size everyday bags, but we soon realized that using them 
would mean that the set would have to be scaled accordingly, meaning it would have to be huge, at least 8 meters wide. 
That’s why we decided to recreate all those everyday bags ourselves in a height of 12cm. This made the set smaller and 
brought it to a size of 2m by 1.6m (the biggest set we’ve built so far). Creating a set this big took a lot of time, so we 
were forced to start shooting before we had completed the set. 



SMM: How were the puppets made and what were the challenges with making bag puppets at such a small scale?

Amir, Mor & Bosmat: For the materials of the bags, we went to different shops and collected bags by their color, mate-
rial, properties and texture. We studied how real life bags were built, we studied the folds and structure of the bags and 
then we built our own bags in the same manner, only smaller. The main challenges we faced were creating the typogra-
phy for the brands, and building a workable rig for the bags. For the typography what we did was print small versions 
of the logos, then cut the letters one by one with nail scissors (which took a lot of time), afterwards we glued them to 
the bags.

As for the rigs, we had a hard time finding a user-friendly material to work with. After checking a few different ma-
terials, we settled for tin wire. This worked very well for us, but because of its fragile nature, we had to make repairs 
throughout the entire production.

SMM: What has the response been to you making such a powerful and thought provoking film?

Amir, Mor & Bosmat: Well first, making the movie made us more aware of the subject and today we look at environ-
mental issues differently. 



Amir, Mor & Bosmat (continued):  As for the response, people liked the cynical humoristic way we chose to convey 
this message. And we believe that this is the reason people accepted our provocative message in such a positive way 
(and not in a preaching manner). 

SMM: What kind of equipment did you use?

Amir, Mor & Bosmat: For the camera we used a Canon 450D camera with only one battery. The software we used was 
Dragon Stop Motion which is very user friendly and easy to use. For the lighting we used regular light bulbs fixed on 
old tripods we had lying around. We also improvised different color filters for day and night lighting. The use of these 
specific lights caused the exposure for each frame to take about 3 or 4 seconds.

The main problem we encountered with our equipment was that we had only one battery for the camera,  which lasted 
for about 2 hours of shooting time. Each shot took at least 3 hours to shoot. This forced us to take frequent two-hour 
breaks, waiting for the battery to charge. The breaks were annoying but also a blessing, giving us some extra hours of 
much needed sleep



SMM: What were the challenges you faced while making this film?

Amir, Mor & Bosmat: From the beginning we knew we would need to animate headless and faceless characters. Mean-
ing we only had their hands and body for expressing emotions. So we shot a few tests in order to define the range of 
emotion and acting we would be able to achieve with these bags.

Another problem we encountered during the shooting was how to walk characters with no legs and create a range of 
different walks with different character traits. To solve this problem we studied people’s walks and projected areas of 
those walks to different parts of our bags.

During one of the shots we realized that putting objects under the bags to support them would mean a lot of post pro-
duction work removing those objects from the frame. So we came up with an easy solution. We took wire mesh, cut it 
to small long pieces, and put them under the bags, folded at the sides of the bags, making a base support on the ground 
and a base for the bag. We didn’t have to erase them from the frame because they were hardly noticeable but if you 
look closely you’ll be able to see exactly what we did. 



SMM: Do you have plans to make more films. and what will they entail?

Amir, Mor & Bosmat: Certainly, we’re planning to make more films! We are currently in our 2nd year of studies, and 
we still have our 3rd year and graduation projects, so you can expect to see more films in the future. As for the subject/
story/plot of these films, we’re open to suggestions!







Edmund (Ted) Sydor has been known for some time in the 
stop motion community as the guy to talk to when it comes 
to Czech style armature making. His website trikfx.com 
has become an excellent resource for those interested in a 
basic understanding of the ball-in-socket armature making, 
along images of Teds own beautiful and amazing work. 
His knowledge of armature making stems from learning 
the artform from the master armature makers at the world 
famous Trnka Studios in Prague. We wanted to get a closer 
look at how Ted got started in the business and where he is 
at now in his professional career since leaving animation a 
few years ago.  

Trik Film Effects
Interview with Edmund Sydor

interview by John Ikuma



SMM: What got you into “Czech Style Armature Mak-
ing”?  

Ted: When I first started out, I imagined finding my way 
into a career doing special effects.  “Star Wars” and Ray 
Harryhausen were big influences.  Aside from sculpture 
classes, the only relevant class I found near me at the 
time was about puppet animation.  At the first class they 
showed “The Puppet Films of Jiři Trnka.”  I had never 
seen Czech animation before, but when I saw what the 
artists were creating, I felt absolutely certain that this 
was the type of work I was meant to do.  It was a true 
epiphany.

SMM: How long did it take you to become confident 
in your design skills as a Prop Maker and Armature 
Maker? 

Ted: Not long; it came very naturally.  Growing up, I was always a terrible student, but I would score off the charts for 
spatial relations.  I can imagine dimensional objects, even complex ones, and rotate them around in my mind like you 
would see in 3D modeling software--a handy trick for a model maker.  I rarely ever draw out a design for sets, props or 
rigs; I just build them from a concept already finished in my head.  For armatures, I only use a simple front/side scale 
drawing to layout joint positions, and build the pieces to fit.  Aside from Legos, I didn’t build much as a kid, but after I 
got going in my early 20s, it was as if I had been building things my entire life.

SMM: Regarding the three mentors you apprenticed under at Trnka Studios, who were they and what can you say about 
them that will give us a better understanding of their talent?

Ted: Milan Vins, Ondře Ziká.and Vit Lebeda.  They were the armature makers at the studio’s machine shop.  Milan is a 
jeweler trained at the famous Turnov School (the first European technical school for the processing of gemstones, met-
als and jewelry, founded in 1882).                                                                                                         
              cont next page -



Ondře, the head of the shop, was trained at art schools in Prague, and is a blacksmith and restorer of old locks.  He 
had been with the Studio long enough to have worked at its original location in the center of Prague. Vit is a jack of all 
trades who used to be, among other things, a race car driver.  We all remain very close to this day.  I always have appre-
ciated the old expression, “Let he who is my teacher for a day, be my father for a lifetime.”

SMM: How long did you apprentice at Trnka Studios and did you meet any legendary animators or directors while you 
were there? Do you have any memories that stick out from that time?

Ted: My actual time as an apprentice in the shop was only the summers of ‘92 and ‘94, but my experiences in the 
Czech Republic continue to this day.  My friends there are always showing me something new.  I try to keep the mind-
set of an apprentice; once you think you’ve mastered something, you’ve stopped learning.   I’ve met most of the living 
“big wigs” of Czech animation:  Svankmajer, Barta, Pojar, Deitch and many other less well known but equally deserv-
ing directors and animators.  During my apprenticeship, I watched the animator Honza Klaus animate a scene with 16 
puppets simultaneously, for the series “1001 Arabian Nights.”  He did not have a frame grabber, but the performances 
were flawless.  Once, after a night out at a pub, Ondře took me to see the original studio building on Bartelomneska 
Street.  The place was empty, but the door was unlocked, so, with a small flashlight, we went inside for a tour.  I stood 
in the vaulted basement rooms where Trnka made his legendary films.  That was truly an honor.



SMM: Not only do you build armatures and props, 
but you also have great carpentry skills. How did 
you venture into this area and do you feel it’s vital 
or necessary for others in the field to develop these 
types of skills?

Ted: From the beginning, I was taught, and believe, 
that to truly capture the spirit of an object in minia-
ture, you need to understand how to make it for real; 
from its real materials, design and scale.  Because I 
could make a tiny table or desk, etc., I could almost 
as easily make a real one.  So I often do; you just 
need more material.  Larger projects, like the big 
loft I did in Brooklyn, are just examples of this idea 
taken a little further.

The carpentry skills grew out of my need for a deeper understanding of technique.  Is it necessary?  All hand work is 
related on some level, so any experience is helpful and I feel it will contribute to the overall quality of your work.   I’m 
always seeking to improve and expand my techniques.  I’ve worked a little as a regular carpenter in the past, and I’ve 
worked a lot as a construction grip on film sets.  At the Met I’ve done a lot of commercial electrical work on the build-
ing itself.  I’m pretty competent with plaster and drywall.  I’ll be the one redoing the bathrooms and building the new 
breakfast nook at my house….

SMM: What kind of work did you do at Olive Jar Studios?

Ted: I was the Technical Director.  I would listen to what the directors wanted to do with their animations and then 
figure out and build a way for them to do it.  I also programmed and maintained the motion control systems, built all 
the armatures and made a lot of the small props, especially the ones in metal.  I also owned the machine shop that was 
there.



SMM: You made a brilliant looking “Hand Armature”. How big is this 
armature, why did you make it, and does it still exist?

Ted: It is 1/3 the scale of my own hand,  and was built for a public 
service announcement about the Amadou Diallo shooting in 1999.  It 
was for a close-up shot of a gun being drawn and fired.  I still have it.  I 
have kept a few of the armatures I’ve built over the years.

SMM: What’s your preferred metal (type, strength, thickness) to work 
with and why?

Ted: 510 phosphor bronze, 302 stainless steel balls, brass and low-
carbon steel rods.  510 bronze makes for excellent bearing plates. Brass 
is a great, easy to machine metal that solders well and is used for clamp 
bases/connectors.  302 balls are a good hardness that is still easily 
drilled with regular HSS drills, and easily available in all sizes.  Using 
low-carbon steel rods means you can never over-harden the area where 
you braze on the ball.  No brittleness, and still plenty strong for the job.

SMM: Have you in the past or will you in the future, teach others how to make Czech Style Armatures?

Ted: I have had two apprentices of my own so far:  Jen Howard, a fantastic model maker and for some years now a 
Senior Compositor for ILM; and Adam Dau, an extremely bright and capable artist who now owns and operates the SK 
Grimes machine shop in Rhode Island.  He specializes in custom lens and camera modifications.  Many have inquired 
about my interest in writing a book.  Perhaps, but not today.  For those really fired up to learn, there is a link to a work-
shop in Prague on my site that is run by some former Trnka staff, including my old teacher Milan Vins.  They can 
certainly get you going.



SMM: The Camera Slider design on your website looks great. Did you machine every piece before assembly? Did you 
ever make a small run and then sell them?  

Ted:  Some pieces were purchased, such as the linear rail and bearing blocks, tilt plate, lead screw/nut, hand wheels 
and legs/grip heads.  The rest was made from scratch.  As usual, I skipped making a drawing.  I built it all based on 
the piece of aluminum extrusion I found at the scrap yard that best fit into my idea of how it should look.  I machined 
pieces as I needed them; kind of like building with legos, but when you reach for a block, you have to make it first.  
The pictures are actually from two different shops and two different slides (RISD ordered a second one a year later), 
but the slides are basically identical; you can interchange the parts. I have never felt compelled to do production runs.  
I could, but so far I just make them up as I go.

SMM: What are you working on now and what does it involve?

Ted: My time is mostly spent these days between the Metropolitan Opera running digital projection effects, and car-
ing for my latest apprentice, who is now two years old.  I am in the process of rebuilding my shop in the basement and 
garage of our house, so that I can build some new armatures and my son can grow up thinking that it’s perfectly nor-
mal to machine and forge your own toys.  I’m documenting it, so there will be a new photo link on my site in the near 
future….

SMM: Is working for the Opera similar or different than working for a Studio? 

Ted: Working relationships are the same, I suppose, but the Met Opera is an enormous and demanding facility.  Much 
less free time; there is not much like it.  Oddly enough, my current professional work there has little to do with my past 
experiences, aside from coming up with some custom solutions to projector mounts, sound baffles, platforms, etc. Most 
people there have no idea of my animation and model making background.  I deeply miss doing animation full time, 
but the Met offers a very stable and financially rewarding career.



SMM: Your set for your thesis film from college looks completely amazing. You got your props and room detailed in a 
scale many of us strive to achieve. Do you still have these props/room, and are you ever going to venture back to finish-
ing the film? 

Ted: I still have a lot of the sets and props.  The bedroom is on display at Handcranked Film Studio in Waltham, MA.  
While I may recycle some of the ideas from the story someday, I have moved on.  Even though the film was never fin-
ished, that work formed the bulk of my portfolio and helped deliver me into my job at Olive Jar, which hired me shortly 
after I graduated from SVA in 1996.  Those sets and props, by the way, were my very first attempts at miniature build-
ing and without any instruction; it was a very incredible time of self discovery and affirmation of my choice to pursue 
the craft of puppet film.







William Fiesterman (AKA – Bill / AKA – Spike) 
has long been an inspiration to many within the clay 
animation field. Not only was he the first person to 
animate the California Raisins, but was a longtime 
crew member at the famed Will Vinton Studios. 
Currently, Spike has been knocking out a ton of art-
work like fine art paintings of landscapes and cari-
catures of his online friends. His talent seems to just 
flow all over the place and we wanted to get a little 
inside information about what makes the man tick. 
The following interview is just a glimpse into the 
world and career of Will Fiesterman (SPIKE).

Will Fiesterman
A Man of all things Clay



SMM: How did you get started in the stop motion anima-
tion field?

Bill:  You know, working as an animator was NEVER my 
goal when I was in school. I went to a professional art 
college in LA called Art Center College of Design and I 
trained as an illustrator.  I had a few awesome instructors 
there like Ward Kimball, one of Disney’s nine old men.  I 
can remember telling him that I would NEVER be an ani-
mator.  I sometimes used that excuse for not turning in my 
homework.  

It wasn’t until much later, after I had landed a job as an art 
director in an advertising agency in Salem, Oregon that I 
had any inkling that I might want to go into that as a ca-
reer.  I was working long hours, getting paid well, but it was 

stressful at the agency I was working at.  I was in my new 
apartment one weekend watching cable and channel surf-
ing.  I stopped at a station that was showing Will Vinton’s 
Claymation – the behind the scenes movie that showed 
Will, Barry Bruce, Don Merkt and Joan Gratz working on 
“Martin the Cobbler” and “Rip Van Winkle”.  It was a very 
short film, but boy was it cool to watch!  

All those clay characters on miniature sets with miniature 
light stands.  My jaw dropped and I said to myself, “This is 
what I want to do!”  I knew Will Vinton had his studio some-
where in Portland, Oregon and I had a girlfriend who lived 
in Portland and didn’t want to move to Salem.  I couldn’t 
get that “Claymation” movie out of my mind.  Months later, 
I had moved to Portland and managed to wrangle an inter-
view with Will.  I walked in at the right time. 



 He was thinking about expanding his crew from the very 
small group of part timers he had been working with.  With-
in 6 months of watching the movie “Claymation”, I was 
working at the little studio Will Vinton had on NW 19th 
which was a Victorian house that sat above and behind the 
Stadium Barber Shop and was built out in the back to allow 
for a giant darkened area to set up sets and film.  I blame 
watching “Claymation” for me becoming an animator.  I 
dare anyone to watch it and not want to make a Claymation 
movie!!!

SMM: Do you have a favorite production that you worked 
on, or character that you animated?

Bill: I have to be honest with you, in many of the most suc-
cessful productions I worked on, I had no idea they would 

be as successful as they were.  I wish I could tell you that 
animating the first California Raisin commercial was my 
favorite project, but I had a chip on my shoulder and a to-
tally weird negative attitude when I worked on the first Rai-
sin spot.  I thought I had been given a dorky project and I 
remember even joking to people that I was working on a 
commercial about purple turds. 

I looked around at other animators at the studio who were 
given nationally well known clients to animate like Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken or Domino’s Pizza, or Tang and I felt 
I had been given a project that nobody else wanted to do 
and probably wouldn’t get much air time!  This was totally 
wrong of course.  I felt so bad about this that I asked to be 
taken off the California Raisin Project after we finished the 
first commercial.



I even remember apologizing to Will about the commercial after 
we wrapped the post production.  He was surprised and didn’t 
have any complaints other than wishing I worked faster.  But he 
managed to give me a different project to work on that was a 
nationally recognized product-  SPAM made by Hormel.  I was 
so happy for a few days!  

What I didn’t know was that SPAM is a product that only sells 
really well in three states.  It sells well in Hawaii, Alaska, and 
Texas.  And the Spam commercial only ran in those three states.  
I had just started animation on the Spam account when all the fan 
letters for the California Raisins started coming into the studio.  
The raisins were on their way to becoming a national phenom-
ena, and like an idiot, I had gotten myself transferred to another 
account that, as it turned out, had very little relative air time.  
This was a humbling and powerful lesson for me.  It just shows 
that sometimes you can’t know something will be successful.  
Not to mention that the grass is always greener etc.  The Califor-

nia Dancing Raisins are featured now in courses on advertising 
in universities as examples of some of the best and most creative 
advertising in history.  It is ironic that while working on the proj-
ect, I had absolutely no idea how well it would be received.

To get back to answering your original question: My favorite 
production I worked on was the commercial I did immediate-
ly before the first California Raisin spot for the California Egg 
Commission.  It featured an egg metamorphing through all sorts 
of celebrity or funny stock character types from humpty dumpty 
to a John Wayne like cowboy.  This commercial was nominated 
for a Clio the same year that the first and second raisin com-
mercial were nominated too. The second Raisin Commercial, 
animated and directed by Mark Gustafson won the Clio that year 
in 1987.  It was a great year for the studio.  We had 3 of our com-
mercial spots nominated for Clios.



SMM: How did you get the nick name Spike?

Bill: Okay this is a sort of strange and funny story:  Many 
Claymation fans are not aware that Will Vinton is deaf in 
one ear.  It happened when he was a kid, and even if you 
knew him, you would never know this.  But our PA system 
at the studio in those days was kind of raspy and hard to 
understand even if you had two good ears.  One day while 
Will and I were in the clay mixing area, an announcement 
came over the PA that there was a call for “*(static) ill on 
line 1”.  Both Will and I went to grab the phone and as we 
met there, he turned and looked at me and said, “Bill this 
has to end now.  You have to change your name!  And you 
have to do it NOW.  He even snapped his fingers I think and 
asked me to immediately come up with an alternate name 
that didn’t rhyme with Will.  I was really put on the spot.  
All I could think of was the name of our receptionist’s new 
puppy.  I had just spoken to her about it and it was still fresh 

in my mind.  I can still remember how I felt when “Spike” 
came out of my mouth… it was like a dream and I was lis-
tening to another person say it.  Will immediately addressed 
the whole group in the studio and announced :”From now 
on, Bill will not be called Bill.  His new name is Spike!”.  
Eventually I started to sign concept art and studio related 
armature drawings I made with “spike”.   There is a funny 
side story related to this.  When we were submitting concept 
drawings to Michael Jackson for character designs for his 
“speed demon” video, someone asked Michael what name 
the Rabbit character should be called.  He looked surprised 
and pointed to my signature on the concept drawing and 
said, “Isn’t his name Spike?”  From then on, Michael Jack-
son’s rabbit alter ego in “speed demon” was called “Spike 
the Rabbit”.  That all came about because I had originally 
had a name that rhymed with Will. 



SMM: What were the biggest challenges as an Art Director 
at Vinton Studios?

Bill: As the studio grew, so did the bureaucracy.  With 
several projects happening at once, a lot of artwork was 
assigned or commissioned by the directors outside of the 
studio.  If we needed a miniature cereal box, for instance, 
it wasn’t unusual to go to a professional prop maker and 
pay that guy hundreds or even thousands for his work.  The 
same was true for printed materials. 

Many times one studio faction would need something 
printed and another faction wouldn’t know about it and du-
plicate efforts.  In order to control costs and also coordinate 
our efforts more, the studio formed an in-house art depart-
ment in the last part of the eighties or the very first part of 
the nineties.  We had graphic artists who made art for char-
acter bibles, we handled printed materials such as business 
cards and promotional advertising.  

I think it was shortly after this time that the job of art direc-
tor started to evolve at the studio into what it is today.  I left 
the studio in 1992 and I know the role of art director has 
since evolved and changed since my time there.

One of the biggest challenges I can remember was work-
ing with outside animation houses doing cell animation for 
the California Raisin Saturday morning cartoon show.  We 
delegated production to a Hollywood animation company, 
who in turn, farmed out production to a Japanese anima-
tion house.  We eventually found out that the Japanese ani-
mation company had in turn farmed out the work to Tai-
wan or China.  Communicating a character revision was a 
nightmare in this situation.  Also there were really odd and 
now funny instances of miscommunication because of the 
layers of command a revision or change had to be relayed 
through.  The cartoon series was cancelled after its eighth 
show so these problems were not long lasting issues. But 
for an art director, I think communication is always the big-
gest challenge.



SMM: As a clay animator did you develop any special 
techniques over the course of your career?

Bill: No, not really.  Although I am credited with inventing 
the “Fiestermatic” – a small broom with a scraper at the 
end of it for cleaning up clay on the floor that people had 
stepped on without bending one’s body.  Sometimes jokes 
have half truths behind them which makes them more poi-
gnant or funny.  One thing I was teased about was being 
the inventor of “minimation”.  This is animation using the 
least amount of work and time possible.  I can’t take credit 
for inventing this but I may have been guilty from time 
to time of practicing it.  An example would be animating 
three frames per movement opposed to single framing the 
animation.  Or cheating a shot, so it looked more complex 
than it really was.  That was something that every good 
animator does.  Cheating in this case simply means using 
stage craft to make things appear with the least amount of 
material and time. Cheating a character’s eye direction is 
another use of the word and that means making it look real 
through the camera even though its not accurate in reality.

I want to put in a plug for someone at the studio who was 
a real engineer and innovator.  That person was the person 
I learned to animate in clay from, Barry Bruce.  Barry was 
one of the original animators and he eventually became the 
senior animator and animation director.  In the early days, 
he was the one who worked out the armature problems. 
He designed the original armature system we used for two 
decades or more.  He was the one who plotted and cooked 

up the major recipes for colors we mixed for the main char-
acters and props. He was the one who first figured out how 
to mix colors so they were consistent when mixed by dif-
ferent members of our crew. Barry wasn’t only Will’s num-
ber one animator, he was a teacher, guide, foreman, and 
designer, engineer and art director at the studio.  Most of 
the systems we developed that were unique to our studio 
were developed in the field by Barry Bruce as the need 
arose.  Barry had an educational background in both art and 
teaching.  He once shared with me some techniques that are 
taught to brain damaged people to learn tasks which actu-
ally helped me manage some extremely and overwhelming 
crowd scenes I had to animate and keep straight.  I don’t 
want to imply that I’m brain damaged, but the same tech-
niques used to help brain damaged people do certain tasks 
are also helpful to “normal” people who have to do ex-
tremely complex tasks.

SMM: Did you ever mix the clays used for animation and 
can you remember any special clay mixtures that the world 
may not know about?

Bill: Yes I mixed a lot of clay while I was an animator at Vin-
ton’s. Many young animators are not aware that we didn’t 
actually use clay but rather we used a wax compound that 
is nontoxic and used in many preschools as modeling clay.  
It is a formula with various amounts of microcrystalline 
waxes, mineral spirits and oils and talc as a filler with pig-
ments, all added with giant commercial mixer vats that me-
chanically mix the ingredients dry at room temperature. 



At the studio, we mixed colors by melting the “clay” in 
saucepans over cooking burners like what you’d find on 
top of a stove.  We then introduced carefully measured ex-
truded lines of oil paint and mixed that with a household 
hand held blender. (I remember ruining a nice sweater one 
day by lifting the mixer we used to mix clay out of the pan 
before the blades stopped rotating and it sprayed my mid-
section with dark pigmented clay that was impossible to 
later remove.) You can still buy the type of clay we used 
to animate with.  The name of the company has changed 
but the basic type of modeling compound is essentially the 
same.  It originally was a modeling compound that was 
made in Italy for artists and was based on whale oil rather 
than mineral spirits.  

SMM: The most common question for those starting 
out in clay animation is what did you personally use to 
smooth the clay?

Bill: One byproduct of mixing oil paints into the clay 
was that the paint would cause the clay to become more 
soft and pliable.  Because of the various colors needing 
various amounts of oil paint, this wasn’t a reliable way 
to make the clay softer or smoother.  But it helped.  We 
worked out the minimal amount of oil paint to mix.  Too 
much and it would come off on your hands.  It always did 
a little with the more intense color mixtures.  We some-
times would add mineral oil to the clay if it got too dry 
or hard and difficult to model.  Adding too much caused 
the clay to become gooey and sticky so again we had to 

be very careful.  When I was modeling a character’s face 
doing lip sync for a scene, one technique I used to smooth 
the surface of the clay was after modeling the surface with 
my normal metal tools, I would take a small brush- an 
oil painting flat brush of either bristle or softer hair and I 
would dip it into a 35 mm film canister that had a rolled 
up piece of paper towel inside that was saturated with 
clear mineral oil like the kind you buy at the store for rub-
bing on your skin.  We used a paper towel saturated with 
mineral oil instead of just plain mineral oil to help control 
the amount of oil put on the brush. Too much caused a 
shiny surface that reflected light and was a nightmare for 
frame by frame because that causes pixelating flashes and 
hot spots.  We found that by hitting the towel with the 
brush we could control the amount of oil and have just 
enough that it would smooth the surface yet absorb into 
the body of the clay and not look shiny or too slick.  There 
is no set rule for this. You need to develop your own feel 
for it.

SMM: What was the crew and atmosphere like at Vinton 
Studios?

Bill: It was a group of dedicated people who worked very 
hard and worked very long hours, but also sometimes got 
silly and had a sense of humor.  While I was there, it was a 
fun place to work but also a place that challenged the art-
ists and animators to do their best. 



SMM: What was it like working with Will Vinton?

Bill: Inspiring, frustrating at times, never boring.  Will liked 
to push envelopes and he did.  I couldn’t have asked for a 
nicer employer, really. In later years after I left the studio 
and started working on my own, I grew to appreciate what 
it was like to have him as a boss.  He is someone I would 
work with again in the future without having to think too 
much about it.

SMM: Did you use surface gauges when animating? How 
many did you use at one time?

Bill: Yes. I started as an animator before we had tv cameras 
and monitors that were clear enough to pinpoint movements.  
So we used surface gauges, which were basically a pointed 
adjustable arm that pivoted on a base that was weighted 
down so it wouldn’t easily move by mistake.  These were 
crude tools compared to through the lens monitors they 
have today to check shots and test animated movement.  
There was always the nail biting morning dailies where we 
would have to view our shots with everyone else to see if 
anything went wrong.  It could be a tree shifting over or a 
character accidentally knocked over or a surface gauge not 
pivoted out of frame for a single frame, causing a blip and 
a reshoot of the shot.  Sometimes a light filter would slip 
off or a small incidental light would burn out ruining the 
shot.  Nowadays with the digital capture tech, those kinds 
of mistakes are easier to catch when they happen and cor-
rect, losing, in theory, less time.

SMM: What was it like animating the Nome King from 
“Return to Oz”? How big was he?

Bill: The return to Oz production was all done in very dim 
light. The movie was dark and brooding in the sequences 
we did special effects for.  As a result, over a period of sev-
eral months, my eyesight started to get worse.  My eyeglass 
prescription changed drastically during that time and I had 
severe headaches.  After a few months of slogging away in 
those rock lined sets, I felt like I worked in the mines.  And 
I would grab any chance I had to go outside, stretch my legs 
or sit in the sun.

There were three distinct phases of the Nome King which 
had to be filmed.  I believe that the story dictated that the 
Nome King was able to somehow become more and more 
human as he captured major characters in the film.  Or it 
was the energy he got from their capture that enabled him 
to become more and more human like.  The first phase was 
when he first was seen by the characters in the rock.  He 
was little more than artfully animated cracks in the stone 
walls that would move as he moved and open and close as 
he talked. This was probably some of the most critical and 
demanding animation, because we had to “sell” the idea 
that this was a living entity in the rock.  It moved through 
the rock like it was air.



Barry Bruce, our studio’s senior animator, mentor to us 
younger animators, and character designer did much of the 
first stage Nome King animation. Besides the Nome King 
himself, there were scores of minor Nome minions that the 
Nome King commanded that had impish, diabolical and 
sometimes humorous features.  Barry basically designed 
and resolved all the physical armature and technical issues 
surrounding each phase of the Nome King’s development.  
Another animator, Craig Bartlett did much of the stage one 
Nomes.  It was very subtle and sometimes difficult anima-
tion because the rock would have to move, a face would 
have to form, but it had to be very ambiguous and rock like 
- as if it were happening out of the corner of your eye.  It 
was creepy stuff but very effective. As the Nome creatures 
moved through the rock, they sometimes left natural rock 
like ridges and indentations in their movement’s wake.  

The second phase of the Nome King’s character involved a 
more human looking but still 50-50 rock like creature. He 
still looked like rocks but you could see much more facial 
details and elaborate lip sync.  It was like a slow morph on 
the way to live action star, Nichol  Williamson’s face.  Ani-
mator Tom Gasek and myself animated that phase of the 
Nome King’s animation.  There was a phase three Nome 
king, animated by Mark Gustafson and Doug Aberle.  Doug 
animated some awesome scenes of the final destruction of 
the Nome King, which is among some of the most memo-
rable and most frightening moments of the film.

The final stage of the Nome king had artificial eyes made 

by a person who made glass eyes for people who lost their 
eye balls.  The interesting thing about human glass eyes is 
that they are never made round like marbles, they always 
have a customized indentation in the back of the ball to al-
low for bits of muscle left in the eye socket.  That is how 
people can move their artificial eyes - with this foothold 
in the back of the eye.  The craftsman who made the eyes 
commented that this was the first time he was ever asked 
to make an orb shaped eye.  We also had him make some 
quarter scale eyes for smaller models.  They were eerie to 
look at because they were absolutely realistic and created 
to match Nichol William’s own eye colors.  

There are some technical notes about the clay we used that 
many people are not aware of.  We used the normal clay 
we always have used in the past to animated our charac-
ters with but for this production, we added sand like grit to 
the mix.  The clay had these very sharp micro rocks mixed 
throughout that was basically an abrasive.  Modeling the 
clay with our usual wooden or metal sculpting tools only 
ruined the tools because it scraped the surfaces so badly.  
So we had to come up with totally different ways to sculpt 
and model the moving shapes of the faces and bodies. 

We used rocks as modeling tools!  We actually went out 
into our parking lot and collected sharp, flat surfaced pieces 
of rock that were about one or two inches across to use as 
surface texturing tools and actual modeling tools.



We animated with a bowl or bucket of water handy to dip the 
rocks into before pressing them into the clay.  This allowed 
the rocks to separate from the surface without tearing it off 
and it enabled us to press rock textures into the clay - get-
ting very realistic results.  One drawback to the water was 
that it left a residue on the surface that had to be removed 
before each frame was photographed.  If just one frame 
with water droplets in it got filmed it would cause a notice-
able pixelation or shimmer on the surface.  To deal with 
this, we all had cans of forced air that we carefully sprayed 
the surface with before shooting each frame.  Can you see 
now how tedious and slow animating this way was?!  It 
drove me crazy.  It made me blind. I’m half kidding really 
but I believe that this was the most difficult production the 
studio ever attempted up to that point.

I have another humorous story from that production that 
only our staff knew about.  When we were all together 
brain storming with the director Walter Murch and his peo-
ple about how we would do many of the technical things 
we had to do, we were confronted with the problem of du-
plicating Nichol Williamson’s face.  They brought us a life 
mold of his face and we were to use that as reference for the 
quarter scale versions of him done in claymation.  When it 
came time to describe how we would do it, someone said, 
“Oh, we can use reduction molding for that.”  Everyone 
nodded because it sounded good and apparently it was 
technology of some sort that existed.  ( there is a type of 
reduction molding used with molding materials that natu-
rally shrink after drying in the mold.  But this system of 

reduction only works for a 10-15% reduction and also has 
numerous aberrations and distortions because it never re-
duces uniformly. Well we soon found that there wasn’t any 
technology that would perfectly duplicate a human face 
down to quarter size in 3d at that time. Today, it’s all differ-
ent. we have computers and molding machines that can do 
it wonderfully.  But in the mid eighties there was nothing 
like that available we could use.  It fell upon my shoulders 
to sculpt as accurately as I could an exact copy of the actor 
Nichol Williamson’s head.  It had to be accurate because 
there would be cuts from the live action version of him in 
prosthetic make up to our quarter model with quarter model 
glass eyes, that all had to seamlessly match up.  It’s strange 
but after sculpting that model for the quarter head mold, 
even a quarter century later, I still feel like I know every 
nook and cranny of Nichol Williamson’s face.

SMM: Your paintings look great. How long have you been 
painting?

Bill: I’ve been a painter since I was a kid and would paint 
with my dad who was an amateur artist/painter.  I showed 
some talent early on and took private lessons in painting 
while I was still in grade school.  In college I took normal 
art classes but also enrolled in private painting and drawing 
classes.  I went years and years without painting and only 
recently have started again. I’m relying on my memories 
of all the great painting instructors I’ve had in the past to 
relearn and get up to speed again.



SMM: What’s the craziest thing that ever happened to you 
in the history of your career?

Bill: I’ve done lots of crazy things in my career.  Some 
of them crazy funny and some just crazy.  The whirl-
wind surrounding the California Raisins was crazy stuff 
sometimes.  Some crazy things might include putting odd 
items into fast moving animations that can only be seen 
by single framing frame by frame through the animation 
to spot. The motion is everything in animation and the eye 
just doesn’t catch all the details, just the movement.  One 
of the most absurd moments was finding myself with Mark 
Gustafson in Hollywood on a tv show that had celebrities 
trying to guess what we did or had done for a living.

SMM: Do you still animate?

Bill: I do but not very much. The last commercial anima-
tion I have done was some Flash work a few years ago.  I 
do a daily sketch on Facebook that I usually document 
with a time lapsed video.  And that could be construed as 
a form of animation. There is the sketch sort of pixelat-
ing around to a music soundtrack until it is finished.  I am 
working on a private animated video that incorporates 
caricatures other people have drawn of me for a recent 
challenge I had on Facebook for my friends there.  I’m 
having fun with that.  But I am animating less and less.  I 
am segueing into painting and drawing more and redefin-
ing myself as an artist.  Who knows what I’ll be doing in a 
few years?
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Basic Lighting For Clay Animation 
by Don Carlson
Illustrations  © 2011 Donmation.

Lighting for clay animation is not much different from light-
ing for traditional stop motion, except that you want to place 
the light sources as far as possible from the set and puppets. 
Because clay is wax-based, a close light will melt it, espe-
cially if it is a clear light with a visible filament. The filament 
is the brightest part of a lightbulb, and unfrosted incandes-
cents will throw a small circle of light that is brighter than 
the rest of the light (similar to a spot).
You can take advantage of this and use it to highlight things 
like faces or eyes as long as you mask off the areas of the 
light you do not want shining on the part of the puppet you 
want to illuminate. This is accomplished with either alumi-
num foil painted flat (matte) black, or a special industry foil 
called “Blackwrap”. Blackwrap is a heavy black foil that is 
already painted black and used to flag (mask) areas of lights 
that need to be blocked from shining on anything.

Next we will cover what is known in photography as “3-point 
lighting”. This means that you have, at a mininum, three 
light sources coming from different directions (one from the 
side, one from the other side, and one from behind) to bring 
out the three-dimensional qualities of your puppet while also 
separating it from the background it’s in front of.

In the first picture (Fig. 1-a), you can see the “key 
light”. This will be the brightest light in your scene in 
most cases, and only makes one side of the puppet vis-
ible. The other side should be bathed in darkness.



In the next picture (Fig. 1-b), we have what is known as the “fill 
light”. This is used to fill in the shadows cast by the key light so 
that you have even lighting on your puppet’s face or entire body. 
The “key light” is on one side, say, coming from the left, and the 
“fill light” might be coming from the right. In some cases, such as 
in “relief” clay animation (clay laid in slabs on one or more panes 
of glass spaced from each other with the camera looking straight 
down at the scene), you can get away with only a key light and 
fill light. 

The next light (see Fig. 1-c)  is called the “back light”. This light 
can either be pointed at your puppet from behind, or it can be 
aimed at the background and the light bouncing off of it will hit 
your puppet creating a glow around the edges. This is what sepa-
rates the puppet from the background and can be any color that is 
appropriate for the scene.



When all of these lights are combined (Fig. 1-d), both the set and the puppet are lit in a way that best shows off their 
textures and colors. Mood can be adjusted by changing the color of gels (thin sheets of heat-resistant polyester) in front 
of the lights. One thing that is very important about placing gels over lights is you want to put them in a frame which 
is attached to the light. You never, ever want to place the gel directly over the light. Although the gel is heat-resistant, 
it can still catch fire. When changing gels or bulbs, or touching any part of a light, wear leather gloves. Gels can be 
affixed to the light’s frame with two or three wooden C47’s (film jargon for “clothespins”, also called “bullets”). Some 
lights, such as a spotlight, even have metal flaps on them called “barn doors” which block parts of the light and give 
you even more control over what is bathed in light and what is left in darkness.

Lights can be found in many places such as your local hardware store, department store, or home furnishing store (e.g. 
Ikea). There are clamp-on lights as well as halogen work lights and swing-arm desk lamps. When choosing a bulb for a 
light, make sure that its rating never exceeds the maximum wattage the light fixture is rated for. Doing so will cause the 
bulb to overheat and could cause a fire. However, a lower wattage bulb can be used if you prefer a dimmer light. Re-
member: “Lower bulb wattage than the socket is safe”.

This concludes the most basic lighting techniques for clay animation. Have fun with it and be creative. Don’t be afraid 
to experiment with lighting angles, colored gels, bounce cards, small mirrors (to bounce light or multiply its distance), 
and flags to get nearly any effect you’re looking for.




